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Alex Fischer's announcement that he is stepping down as CEO of The Columbus Partnership has shined a light on the nonprofit organization of 75 CEOs and community leaders that makes things happen. It ...
CBF Morning Run: What you need to know today and remembering the titans who ran Columbus
The Society of Gilbert Keith Chesterton will hold its 40th annual conference later this month, with keynote speakers including the CEO of ... When you subscribe to the CNA UPDATE, we'll send you a ...
Chesterton society will feature Babylon Bee CEO at 40th annual conference
As the province continues in its first week with no public health orders in place related to COVID-19, Steve McLellan, CEO of the Saskatchewan Chamber of Commerce, spoke to Postmedia about what he ...
Sask. Chamber CEO eyes recovery, urges reflection as province reopens
Popular local social network Nextdoor is going public, announcing a deal to merge with special purpose acquisition company (SPAC) Khosla Ventures Acquisition II (NASDAQ: KVSB). The news comes ...
Nextdoor Is Going Public Via SPAC: What You Need to Know
In the long history of jarringly ironic comments made by on-air talent at Fox News, a pronouncement from Tucker Carlson on Wednesday night immediately vaulted into the upper echelon. “You can’t have a ...
Here is the latest baseless voter fraud allegation, brought to you by Trump and Tucker Carlson
Obviously, having an interim CEO identified is a part of that. But how will you let the staff know of the transition? How will members become aware? Do you need to notify any examiners or auditors?
Doing the Hard Stuff: When It Comes Time for the Board & CEO to Part Ways
Yes, I mean the pandemic, but I also mean the ever-devolving state of discourse and how "truth ... you avoid opportunities because they don't fit into your perfect 10-year plan. You just need ...
Founder and CEO: 4 life-changing lessons I wish I'd known in my 20s
Dear Sir: Assuming you and your minions deign to read this ... My job was to tell my CEO the hard truth, something CEOs don’t like to hear. I must have done a fair job at it because I was ...
DICK YARBROUGH: Some unsolicited and much-needed advice for Cognia's CEO Mark Elgart
The story becomes even more fascinating when talking about Noam Bardin, who served for 12 years as Waze CEO, with 7 of them at Google ... to fire someone for the basic reason that you don't need this ...
Former Waze CEO Noam Bardin exposes the truth behind his Google departure
Rejecting referees often argue that “the replication piece has no theory” as if you need a theory to refute a non-result ... that repeat such influential findings eventually become the truth on the ...
An Inconvenient Truth
I’m also the CEO of CareContent ... And we’d talk about the day and what’s going on and, you know, what things do you need help with. And just, kind of, getting them all ready to go for ...
Next Up Podcast: The truth about being a parent and C-suite executive (pt. 2)
Babylon Bee CEO Seth Dillon joined "Fox News Primetime ... The article headlined "Huge Spike In Americans Buying F-15s After Biden Suggests You'll Need Them To Overthrow Government," mocked ...
Babylon Bee dominates digital satire space: 'We're speaking truth to power'
With broadband-industry lobby groups implausibly claiming that Internet providers have slashed their prices, Consumer Reports is on a mission to collect and analyze thousands of monthly Internet bills ...
How much do you pay your ISP? Consumer Reports wants to see your bill
University Hospital CEO Shereef Elnahal ... will help us make sure we have the critical items we need in the next crisis. HL: During the hearing, you spoke about how University Hospital handled ...
University Hospital CEO on National Supply Chain: 'We Need to Find Solutions'
Tesco’s CEO Ken Murphy has admitted he ... over the course of the pandemic. “The truth is we are unsure yet about the economic proposition and we’re not entirely sure about what the customer need is.
‘We need to solve problems for customers’: Tesco’s CEO on the future of rapid delivery
Gupta and China Asset Management CEO Li Yimei also said corporate governance ... the rest of the world is going there now — a recognition that … you need to make sure that you have a ...
CEO of major Asian bank says a 'tsunami of money' is rushing into sustainable investments
The truth is apart from Facebook some of your favorite ... It makes them support the artiste more and stay posted to content from him. You need money to Print Quality Promotional materials like ...
Liberia: Diamondonline CEO's Sheikh Mohammed Pens Down Common Marketing Mistakes Musicians Make
Jessica Bussert, founder and CEO of Wave Therapeutics Jessica ... "To me, Pride month is about living in your truth, being unapologetically you. For me it took a long time for me to actually ...
'Love, freedom, happiness': Business owners speak their truth during LGBTQ Pride Month
I’m also the CEO of CareContent ... is about what drives you professionally. And what’s driving you to excel or to move to the next level. And why that need is important for you from not ...
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